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UABSTRACT

SUGGESTED TRAINING COARSE FOR SENSE- DYNAMIC 
PERCEPTION AND IT’S EFFECTS IN DEVELOPING  THE 

DEFENSE CAPABILITIES IN VOLLEYBALL

By:
Naima Zidan Khalaf

Supervisor                  Supervisor
Prof Dr. Addnan Jawad Al-Jubory      Prof Dr.Ammer Jabbar Al-Sa’ady

The thesis containing five parts:

Chapter One: (Definition) 
This part contains the introduction and the importance of the thesis 

that dealing with the defensive capabilities in volleyball and developing 
them through the studying the element that effecting the scores and the 
importance of the sense- dynamic perception in good execution for the 
capabilities  .It takes a vital role in executional capabilities in volleyball.

The thesis importance is concentrated in finding the practical 
straining with scientific field that developing the process of sense-dynamic 
perception reaching to developing the defensive capabilities in volleyball.

This part mentioning a problem in loosing concentration on training 
of some intelligent capabilities that the sense- dynamic perception playing  
a vital role in it’s development and accuracy .

The Study Aims at:
1-The knowledge of the affection of suggested training coarse in 

developing the sense-dynamic perception process  for the volleyball 
player.

2-The knowledge of the effectiveness of suggested training coarse  for 
developing the defensive capabilities for volleyball.
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Hypothesis:
1-There is so much characteristics differences in test results of the sense-

dynamic perception and the defensive capabilities between the tests  in
sight and off sight  for the two groups the exact and experimental.

2-There is so much characteristics differences  in test results of the sense-
dynamic perception and the defensive capabilities between the tests for 
the two groups the exact and experimental in the insight test.  

Fields of Study:
1-The mankind field:

fourth class student volleyball  department in Baghdad University in 
sport collage and in Diala University – sport collage  in 2002 – 2003 .

2- The local field: 
Baghdad University – sport collage – the interior hall.

     Diala University  - sport collage – the interior hall.
3- The period field: 
     from 13 /10/ 2002  to 05/01/2003

Chapter Two: (The Theoretical and Similar Studies)
Through this part the researcher goes to researches concerning in the 

thesis main subject. It demonstrate the terms of sense and perception, 
sensitive receivers, the kinds of senses related in sporting activities for 
volleyball, a sense-dynamic perception and how it’s happening and it’s 
importance in sport field specially in volleyball and defensive capabilities 
and a capability of receiving and sending, and the capability of safe wall 
defense (secured) and field defense capability.

     
But, the studies that concerning the subject of the thesis are two .one 

for Ahmad Hamed Ahmad  and the other  for Wasan Jasim Mohammed.

Chapter Three: (Program and Its Field Procedures)
The experimental method is used to design the two equivalent 

groups, because it is compatible with the nature of research problem, But 
the sample of research was represented by the students of forth class, 
specialization of volleyball from the college of physical education of 
Baghdad university and Diyala university, which they are reached to (26) 
students, and by the way of chance, (13) students were choosed from the 
college of physical education of Baghdad university to represent the control 
group and (13) students from the college of physical education of Diala 
university to represent the experimental group. The equivalent between the  
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two groups, from the view of age, length, weight, ability tests, and 
sensitive-dynamic tests, was made.

The post test, on the elements of research sample, was made with 
assistance of work team and directly supervised by the researcher, in order 
to standing on the ability level of the elements of sample. After that, the 
training method (experimental method) was applied on the experimental 
group, while the followed classic method was applied on the control group.

After the finishing from the period of experiment, post tests were 
made and the sequence of pre test was remained, then the statistical means 
were used, and which represented by the arithmetic mean, standard 
deviation and (T) test for symmetrical and unsymmetrical samples.

Chapter Four: (Results Presentation, Analysis and Discussion)
It includes the results presentation, analysis and discussion. Then the 

results were extracted during the use of (T) test for the symmetrical and 
unsymmetrical specimens. The results were presented and analyzed 
through tables and diagrams, which were discussed scientifically with 
depended upon the scientific sources.

The results showed improvement of both the experimental and 
control groups in developing the skills under study. When comparing the 
differences between the two groups in the post test, the experimental group 
which used the training method (experimental) showed superiority to the 
control group which used the classic method (which followed).

Chapter Five: (Conclusions and Recommendations)
Many conclusions were achieved, and the important are:

1.The experimental group, which used the training method (experimental), 
achieved a proceeding in all defense skills and the abilities of (sensitive-
dynamic).

2.There is a weakness in the effect of classic method, which used with the 
control group in growing the ability of (sensitive-dynamic), but it 
achieved a developing in some of defense skills.

3.Superiority of the elements of experimental group than the elements of 
the control group in the post tests for the defense skills and the abilities 
of (sensitive-dynamic).
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The Recommendations are:
1.The teacher in the field of physical education must work on developing 

the abilities of sensitive-dynamic by the way of create the possible 
practical experiences by using different properties.

2.The necessity of introducing the training methods for developing the 
abilities of (sensitive-dynamic) which related to the player of volleyball 
through the exercises of growing the ability of sensitive-dynamic, 
because of it is have an important in the exercising and developing the 
skills of playing the volleyball.

3.Publishing the results of this research to all the colleges of physical 
education in order to apply this method during the teaching of the 
defense abilities in volleyball.
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